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INTERVIEWING SAWY: 
HOW TO PLAY THE GAME TO WIN 
by MARCIA FOX 
(reprinted with permission) 
There is probably no more anxiety-
provoking element in law students' job 
hunting than the interview stage. According 
to those who have survived a season of it , 
interviewing is that time in one's life when 
the threat of damp palms cancels out the 
pleasurable weight of a Phi Beta Kappa key, 
a time when the purchase of one's first tea-
and-crumpets dress in years brings on an 
identity crisis, and a time when everyone 
else's brand new pinstripe and waxy smile 
looks as frankly unconvincing as your own. 
For some, interviewing is a harrowing rite de 
passage into the legal profession; and for still 
many more it is unpleasant enough to under-
mine their budding sense of themselves as 
professionals. This is unfortunate, for 
approached in the right spiri t , interviewing 
can be a highly positive and enrichmg expen-
ence. Not only does it provide an imp"rtan t 
test of one's in tellect and skill as a lawyer 
other than mere grades, bu t it reaffirms the 
importance of basic human values often dis-
regarded in the classroom. It should be a 
relief to many students to realize that per-
sonality, poise, tact , matunty. and sophisti-
cation do indeed matter a great deal in the 
real world . 
What foll ows is a commonsensical and 
hopefull y useful guide to the in terview mara-
thon . Aimed at the inexperIenced Job hunter 
who may never have had a professional inter-
Vi ew, it does not purport to be either obJec-
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Anderson calls accusations 'Childish' 
Dean Marvin Anderson, reacting to 
a charge in Ted McDermott's article, 
"Anderson vs. 3rd Year Class" (LaJ.,J 
ｎ･ｷｳｾ＠ Jan. 19), that he is a "master 
of the administrative sleight of 
hand", blasted it as "childish" and 
said that the article was "not in the 
standards of what I consider to be 
responsible and fair reporting." 
McDermott's article accused Ander- • 
son of brushing off the attempts of 
Toni Young, senior class preSident, to 
participate in the process of select-
ing a commencement speaker. McDermott 
admitted that Anderson invited the 
first speaker that Young had suggested 
(Congresswoman Barbara Jordan, D-Texas 
who declined), but charged that all of 
her subsequent suggestions were re-
jected. He also charged that an ap-
pointment Young had scheduled with 
Anderson was postponed without prior 
notice, and that Anderson "perceives 
the senior class president as some 
sort of glorified prom committee rep-
resentative." 
McDermott concluded that there was 
a basic conflict of opinion between 
Young and Anderson: 
The Senior Class President thinks 
the students should listen to 
someone they want to hear. The 
Dean thinks we should listen to 
someone that he thinks is appro-
priate. 
Anderson responded to McDermott's 
accusations in an interview with 
Law News last week. He said it was 
untrue that he had rejected all of 
Young's suggestions: Bill Cosby, 
Young's second choice, also was in-
vited but declined. 
Others on her list wer e not reject-
ed as "too controversial", accordi ng 
to Anderson, but for a variety of 
other reasons. Julian Bond, black 
former Georgia state legislator who 
led a successful effort to oust t he 
official Georgia delegation f r om t he 
1968 Democratic convention, " i s ex-
tremely difficult to get ... it would 
be an exercise in futil i ty"; Wi l liam 
Rutter, editor o f Gil bert's outli nes, 
would be an affront to the f aculty. 
Anderson said he f elt t hat someone 
from the Bay Area would appeal more 
to the third year class, and claimed 
that "we have as many distingui shed 
(continued on back page) 
tive or exhaustive. Rather it is largely a 
codificatIOn of advice that placement offi-
cers find themselves giving to law students 
day after day. Part one consists of general 
remarks aimed at the psychology of the 
mterview; part two gives pointed advice on 
specific elements of the interview. including 
questions to ask and not to ask. What is 
important is to familiarize yourself with the 
general pnnciples of interviewing: once you 
do this you should find 11 relallvely easy to 
adjust to the specific demands of any 
employment situation. 
ITEM 0 E no one gets hired on sheer 
merit alone The in terview is not an objec-
tive process as most studen ts seem to think. 
but a highly subjective encounter in which 
the interviewer is trying to evaluate whether 
he or she likes you enough as a person to 
want to associate professionally wllh you 
So first and foremost, realize that per-
sonality, presence and charisma count for a 
lot. Although most lawyers would readI ly 
admll the unfairness of evaluallng someone 
on the basis of a thirty minute interview, 
especially when it takes place on campus, 
when the time comes to decide who shall be 
inVited back for a second Interview, they in-
varI ably choose those students they liked the 
best. There is Simply no other way for them 
to choose from among a group of equall y 
well-q uali fi ed people. And choose they 
must. As with blind dates, so with in ter-
viewing: gu t reactions are of the essence. To 
be sure, employers may openly state their 
objective cri teri a in advance, and restrict 
their consideration to those students who 
fulfill them. But once you fal l within the 
boundaries of those criteria, the selection 
process comes down to chemistry Lawyers 
will rarely admit this for fear that it IS inde-
fensible, but it influences their hiri ng 
deciSIOns all the same. 
Of course there are some studen ts with 
such outstanding credentials that few law 
fir ms or government agencies are going to 
dismiss them on the basis of a brief and 
dismal fi rst Interview. But such cases are 
rare, and it would be unreali stic to count on 
this happening for you in a marke t whe re 
supply exceeds demand. Far more common 
is the phenomenon of Ms. Brown, who is 
within the upper 20% of her class rank, and 
yet receives far more job offers. than Ms. 
Smith , who is on law review. 
Can one identify the elements that go Into 
an employer "liking" you? No reall y, alas. 
Would that one could. And yet we all know 
people who are likeable and who make a 
strongly positive firs t impreSSion . Generally 
they arc responsive, good-humoured, and 
interested in others They project self-
confidence; they are at ease and considerate 
of others. For most students, there IS no 
need to develop a new personali ty, but 
rather to avoid freezing up or other wise dis-
torting their own perfectly adequate 
personalities during an interview. 
ITEM nvo: the interviewer is in a stress-
fu l situation. Very few students realile how 
exhausting and often tedious it is to inter-
view_ This is especially true for lawyers, who 
are neither trained personnel people nor 
necessarily skillful in putting others at their 
ease. Add to this their annoyance at all the 
otherwise billable hours they have lost by 
interviewing. Then add to that witches brew 
their fear that their colleagues will ulti-
mately blame them for any hiring mistakes. 
You have then the elements of disaster, and 
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SAN QUENTIN DINNER/TOUR 
Another tour, dinner and eYening of 
entertainment has been arranged at 
San Quentin State Prison by the 
Hastings Indigent Criminal Assistance 
Program (HICAP). All students, staff 
and faculty are invited to attend on 
April 10, 1976. Since the tour is 
liminted to 50 people, please indi-
cate your interest in attending as 
soon as possible. Each individual 
may bring one guest. The HICAP officE 
is located in room 265, 305 Golden 
Gate Ave. Office hours are from 11 
to 12 on Tuesdays, Wednesdays and 
Thursdays. The cost for the evening 
is $4.00 per person. For additional 
information, contact the HICAP office, 
or Seth Dawson at 775-0890. 
CHANGE OF ELECTIVES 
A student may withdraw from an elec-
tive course without permission of the 
instructor only during the first 8 
weeks of the semester (Feb. 27, 1976: 
Withdrawal thereafter is with written 
consent of the instructor and the 
Dean, and is permitted only in unusual 
or exceptional cases involving unfore-
seeable circumstances. A change of 
electives is a formal process request-
ed in writing and approved in the 
Registrar's office. 
WITHDRAWAL FROM COLLEGE 
Requests to withdraw must be presented 
in writing to the Registrar no later 
than April 19, 1976. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
FALL BAR EXAMINATION 
The Fall 1976 General Bar examination 
will be glven on July 27, 28, and 29. 
The last day to file will be April 
1, 1976. Application forms will be 
at Room 111 after March 1. 
SAN QUENTIN SIX TRIAL 
The San Quentin Six are presently on 
trial in Marin County. All those who 
are interested in visiting the trial 
for education or support are encour-
aged to attend. Carpools will be 
ｬ･｡ｶｾｮｧ＠ from Hastings every Thursday 
mornlngs or afternoons. If interested 
sign up at the National Lawyer's 
Guild bulletin Board in the Commons. 
EXAM CHANGE -- CRIMINAL LAH 
Professor Hall's section (only) of 
Criminal Law will have the final 
exam at 1:30 p.m. (not 1:00) on Mon., 
May 3, instead of 9:00 as originally 
scheduled. 
staff 

















1ST YEAR JOBS.", 
WHAT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE CAN AND 
CAN'T DO FOR YOU 
WHAT YOU CAN 00 
FOR YOURSELF 
WEDNESDAY February 4th, 11:40 
THURSDAY February 5th, 12:40 
(both in Room B) 
The Practical Aspects of 
Job Hunting: resumes 
getting interviews 
and more ..... 
2nd and 3rd Year Students Welcome 
PRa=ESSIONAL RESPONSIBILITY EXIV'1 
The Professional Responsibility Exam 
will be given on April 24, with the 
absolute deadline for filing March 1. 
Applications will be at Room III by 
February 1. The next exam will be on 
July 29, with a filing deadline of 
June 1. 
EXTERNSHIPS 
Students currently enrolling in ex-
ternships must remember to drop 
courses in which they are enrolled 
when the externship units create an 
excess number of units (16 maximum 
17 if g.p.a. is 75.0 or higher). ' 






(NC) - JuJu 
"Devil in Miss Jones, II Wheeler 
Aud., 7:00, 8:20, 9:45, 11:10, 
12:30 
(NC) Up in the Air 
THE BILL EVANS TRIO IN CONCERT, 
Zellerbach Auditorium, 8 p.m. 
LARRY CORYELL and SPECIAL GUEST 
JOHN FAHEY, Zellerbach Aud., 
8 p.m. 
JOIN THE LAW NEWS 





The latest offering in the series 
of programs on the practical aspects 
of the practice of law, the Public 
Practice Forum, will be sponsored 
by the Alumni Association on Tuesday 
ｾ･｢ｲｵ｡ｲｹ＠ 3, from 1:30 to 5:00 p.m. 
1n Classroom B. This program will 
feature alumni from various public 
agencies who will discuss the 
ｳｾ･ｾｩｾｩ｣ｳ＠ of their jobs - responsi-
b111t1es, benefits, opportunities, 
and how they differ from private 
practice. 
James C. Hagedorn '63, chair-
person of the Alumni Association's 
Student Relations Committee who 
will moderate the program, ｾｮ､＠
Carole R. Kornblum '68, vice-
cha i rperson of (:h i s commi ttee, have 
announced the foliowing speakers: 
Peter Arth, Jr. '71, Cali forni a 
Public Utilit-ies Commission San 
ｆｲ｡ｮ｣ｾｳ｣｣Ｎ＠ Mr. Arth is ｰｲ･ｾ･ｮｴｬｹ＠
a ｓｾｮＱ＿ｲ＠ attorney on the staff, 
ass1st1ng the staff enqineers and 
accountants in making ｾｲ･ｳ･ｮｴ｡ｴｩｯｮｳ＠
in rate applications, ｩｮｶｾｳｴｩｧ｡ｴｩｯｮｳ＠
and complaints ｷｨｩ｣ｾ＠ are heard by 
the Commission. 
Ray F. 8ietz '73, Assistant U.S. 
Attorney, for the ｎｯｲｴｨ･ｲｾ＠ District, 
San Francisco. Mr. Bietz is 
assigned to the ｣ｲｩｾｩｮ｡ｬ＠ division • 
where he prosecutes federal criminal 
violations. 
C. Rick Chamberlin '72, S.F. 
Neighborhood ｌｾｧ｡ｬ＠ Assistance 
Foundation. ;·lr. Chamberlin is 
currently the supervising attorney 
of the Domestic Relations Unit and 
VISTA Supervisor. His responsi-
ｾｩｬｩｴｩ･ｳ＠ include representing low 
1ncome clients in obtaining judg-
ments of marital termination, and 
the administrative management of 
the Domestic Relations Department 
and ｴｨｾ＠ VISTA lawyer program. 
James C. Hagedorn '63, Ccuper, 
Wohl, Cinnamon & Hagedorn, Sacra-
mento. Mr. Hagedorn does primarily 
personal injury and workmen's 
compensation work with limited 
general practice. He has worked 
in the fields of airplane, admiralty 
and products liability and has had 
military experience as advisor to 
the National Port Authority of 
Vietnam. 
William E. Holliman '62, Deputy 
District Attorney, Pasadena. Mr. 
Holliman is presently the Super-
vising Trial Counsel for the Distric1 
Attorney's Office, prior to which 
he was in private practice in the 
Bay Area, engaging in criminal 
practice. 
C. Robert Jameson '66, Yolo County 
District Attorney, ｗｯｯ､ｬ｡ｮ､ｾ＠ Mr. 
Jameson was appointed the District 
Attorney of Yolo County in 1970, 
ｾｨ･＠ ｹｯｵｮｾｳｴ＠ D.A. in the State at 
that timeJ and was subsequently re-
･ｾ･｣ｴ･､＠ for a four year term in 1975. 
ｾｬｓ＠ specialty is criminal law, and 
1S a member of the California Board 
of Legal Specialization. 
(aontinued on page 3) 
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ae 's 
Jack was sitting in the Commons. 
Perplexed. The deadline was at hand 
for a column and he had no idea how 
to fill it. 
"What do you mean, .!. have no 
idea? You're the one who's supposed 
to write the crap," Jack snapped ir-
ritably at the writer. "Don't blame 
your lack of crec:..tivity on me." 
"Well, Jack, aren't you supposed . . 
.. " the writer began. But he was 
quickly interrupted. 
"And don't tell the goddamn reader 
how I 'snapped'. They're all college 
graduates. Can't you do anything but 
overwrite? You've got to stop ｴ｡ｧｧｩｮｾ＠
my lines." 
"That's not the problem. The 
trouble is, Jack, that you haven't 
done anything funny or exciting or 
interesting lately," '.:he writer ex-
ｰｬ｡ｩｾ･､＠ reasonably. 
" 'The trouble is, Jack'," he mim-
icked the writer broadly with a high, 
mincing voice. "Now, stop right 
there. Let's look at the equities. 
You label your asinine remarks 'rea-
sonable' and libel me with a 'minc-
ing voice'. I'm getting tired of 
being your buffoon. Get yourself 
another fall guy." 
Public Practice 
(continued from page 2) 
Carole R. Kornblum '68, Deputy 
Attorney General, State of Cali-
fornia, San Francisco. Ms.Kornb1ums 
specialties include Charitable 
Trusts, Constitutional Rights and 
Antitrust. She is presently Lead-
person, Charitable Trusts Unit of 
San Francisco; Coordinator, Attorney 
General's Women's Rights Task Force; 
and Coordinator, Attorney General's 
Task Force on Charitable Solicita-
tion. 
Maj. Michael G. Malone '74, Naval 
Legal Services Office, Treasure 
Island. Mr. Malone is the Senior 
Trial Counsel of the Naval Legal 
Service in San Francisco, and was 
previously an intern with Justice 
William Clark of the California 
Supreme Court. 
Vincent O'Gara,Jr. '74, Securities 
and Exchange Commission, San Fran-
cisco. Mr. O'Gara is in the Cor-
porate Regulation Division, and 
deals with SEC equity receiverships, 
and with Chapter X and Chapter XI 
of the National Bankruptcy Act, which 
involves the restructuring of cor-
porations under its protection. 
Joseph R. Symkowick '72, Department 
of Public Health, Sacramento. Mr. 
ｓｹｭｫｯｷｩ｣ｾｳ＠ areas of specialization 
include gepera1 civil law - mental 
health law, adoptions, guardianship, 
licensing, contracts, conflict of 
interest, and food and drug law. 
Topics of discussion include: 
(from 1:30 to 5:00 p.m.) 
"Well : Jack-o," the writer ominous-
ly clicked his pen open. "You know, 
a s my bast ard creation, you exist a t 
my whim. I could have a truck run 
over you at any second. Why, you 
could choke to death on a chicken 
bone in that sandwich." 
"It's just tuna salad. You can't 
touch me," Jack smiled faintly. "Be-
sides, think of the public furor . 
Remember what happened to Conan Doyle 
when he killed off Holmes?" 
"Even if my readership was out-
raged, I could take them both out for 
a beer and explain the situation." 
The writer casually stared at his 
fingernails. 
"After three years of faithful s er-
vice in a trashy bi-weekly, this is 
I. JOB DESCRIPTIONS 
A. Functions of the Office 
B. Agencies & Clients Served 
C. Number of Attorneys 
D. Number & {ocation of Offices 
II. ATTORNEY RESPONSIBILITIES 
III. 
A. Type of Legal Work Done 
B. Responsibilities of Junior 
Attorneys 
C. Specialization 
D. Public Service 
BENEFITS 
A. Salary & Benefits (Retire-
ment, Health Care) 
B. Promotions 
C. Working Conditions and Hours 
D. Inter-Office Transfers 
E. Lateral Transfers Within 
Office to Different Depart-
ments 






the thanks I get?" Jack rolled hi s 
eyes theatrically. 
3 
"Aha. There's an idea f or us. I 
think I'll have you come out of the 
closet in this column." 
"What! ?" Jack roared, l eaping to 
his feet wi th his fists clenched at 
his side. "Kil l me first. Have a 
goddamn great white shark leap out of 
my glass of water, but not that!" 
"We mustn ' t s train credibility ." 
The wri t er p i cked up the glass dis-
approvingly . "I could give you a 
pr etty young t hing for a boyfriend. 
Big moist doe eyes . Lit he, even 
r i ch, you name it." 
Jack looked miserable . He wasn't 
quite sure t hat t he writer was j oking. 
Twisted sense of humor. "Doe eyes!" 
he muttered t o himself. 
"You know, Jack, I could make 
Thur ston #1. Give him all t he good 
lines and j ust l et you do a cheap 
Charlie McCarthy imitation." The 
writ er enjoyed the obvious discomfort 
he was causing. 
"Okay, okay. So I blew it this 
week. I'll make it up to you. Next 
week ... I'll really deliver." 
Jack mused momentarily. "I'll get 
some women, a couple of grams of 
coke and maybe some amyl nitrate: 
you won't be able to send this rag 
through the mails ." 
"I could jus t retire you to some 
s eamy porno story." 
"C'mon. We got a deal? Next 
time." 
"Okay. Meet me here in two weeks 
and you better have some material. . 
. or else." 
"Hey. Put that chicken leg down. 
That's not funny." 
IV. HIRING PROCEDURES 
A. Interviews and Applications 
1. 2nd & 3rd Year Student 
Interviews for C1erk-
ships 
2. For Internships 
3. For Permanent Positions 
4. When, Where, Who? 
B. Civil Service Examinations 
C. Affirmative Action Programs 
D. Projected New Budget 
Positions for 1976 
tP.. aTJ? a10s r.ru a1tJCa1tt Db. t£TtOjzJ'".J J.t. Fa • den J::C"M 
ltuO asu CJ..T.Jtt1Oa7 •• u rza1Wcrw:n:auatJ; nn. 
RAPID READING AT USF 
THE UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANOSCO. SCHOOL OF EDUCATION. 
is off . ring the READING OPTIMATION PROGRAM this ' pring. 
Two semn:ter hours of college aedit are &iyen for the coune. 
(EDUCATION 297A.) 
Tuition is S 100 and BanJuomencard .It Mastercharge are accepted 
PLAN TO ATTEND A FREE IJIoTRODUCTORY SESSION AT THE 
UNIVERSITY OF SAN FRANCISCO, CAMPION HAL L. ROOM D4 on : 
Sat 1/31 - l OAM . ", IP!\! 
Mon. 2/2 7 ;30PM 
Wed. 214 -7:30PM 
Sat 2,7 - lOAM'" 1 PM 
Mon 2 9 - 7 ;lOP\! 
Wed. 2111 - 7 ;30P\! 
CLASSES MEET ONCE A WEEK FOR EIGHT WEEKS AT USF. 
CAMP10 HALL . ROO\! D4 on' 
ｾ＠
Sarurday. 2./14 - 930 Noon 
Monday. 2116 - 7 - 9 :30P'1 





FOR FURTHER INFORMATIO. CALL 673-6475 or ｾ＠
REAOP.\G OPTIMATION 
XAVIER HALL 
UNIVERSITY OF SAS FRANCISCO 




by H. Renton Rolph 
In the last issue of the Law News, 
Ted McDermott sought to expose Dean 
Marvin Anderson's "egregious conduct" 
concerning the selection of a gradu-
ation speaker. I am afraid that Mr. 
McDermott succeeded only in display-
ing a singular lapse in his usual 
good sense. His article lambasting 
Dean Anderson was headlined "Ander-
son v. Third Year Class." Several 
members of the third year class with 
whom I have spoken wish to apologize 
to the Dean for Mr. McDermott's in-
going forward rapidly for construc-
tion of the Hastings Law Center which 
will rise on the block just west of 
our present site. The Hastings Alum-
ni Association grows larger and 
stronger each day, spawning an ever-
growing number of programs directly 
benefiting the students. Each sum-
mer hundreds of attorneys from 
throughout the nation journey to 
Hastings to participate in our Col-
lege of Advocacy. And Hastings en-
joys a preferred status in the eyes 
of the California legislature and 
its finance committees. 
All of this success at Hastings 
(and I am leaving much out) didn't 
just happen spontaneously. In large 
is looking for funds." Would Mr. 
McDermott like to see Hastings' bud-
get allocation shrink over the issue 
of who speaks at his graduation? As 
I said, let's put things in perspec-
tive. 
According to Mr. McDermott's arti-
cle, at the request of several third 
year students, Dean Anderson wrote to 
Congresswoman Barbara Jordan. Un-
fortunately, she turned down that in-
vitation. The students then made 
several other suggestions, but after 
this the picture clouds. Mr. McDer-
mott asserted that the decision (what 
decision?) was already made, but he 
failed to name the scheduled or selec-
ted speaker. Later he stated, "As of 
temperate blast. We sincerely apolo- FORUM this moment we have no speaker." So, 
gize. evidently, no speaker had been sched-
Let's put things in perspective. uled after all. 
When I was growing up in San Francis- In my experience, the game's not 
co, Hastings was frankly a law school over until the ball stops rolling. 
of last resort. Lawyers and judges .............................................. Accordingly, continued lobbying with 
would refer condescendingly to part, Dean Marvin J. Anderson made the Dean might have paid off. But 
Hastings as "that practical law it happen. Proud of the growth in Mr. McDermott chose to burn his, and 
school." Today, Hastings boasts the stature of this school, I believe the third year class's, bridges. 
presence on its faculty of probably that we of the Hastings community Certainly, the third year students 
the most respected living jurist, should be forthright and vocal in our should have a loud voice in the sel-
Roger Traynor, as well as a former gratitude to Dean Anderson for his ection of their graduation speaker. 
Supreme Court justice, Arthur Gold- tireless efforts to improve this As I read it, Mr. McDermott's article 
berg. Furthermore, for the first school. His efforts benefit us all. shows that the Dean acted on the stu-
time in memory (perhaps ever) a sit- Against this record of achieve- dents' first choice. But it is dis-
ting Supreme Court justice will soon ment, a disagreement over the sched- appointing that a fellow third year 
come to Hastings to deliver an ad- uling of a speaker for an annual cere- student, dissatisfied with what he 
dress on the role of the United mony certainly does not merit a per- perceives as the Dean's lack of con-
States Supreme Court. sonal and venomous attack on the Dean. tinuing cooperation on this matter, 
Dean Anderson has succeeded in at- Particularly inappropriate was the decided to level a machine-gun bar-
tracting to Hastings a constellation innuendo that the Dean may get his rage of public vituperation at him. 
of stellar legal scholars and teach- comeuppance from uninvited ｬｾｧｩｳｬ｡ｴｯｲｾ＠ Please, let's keep things in per-
ers too numerous to list. Plans are in Sacramento "the next time Hastings spective . 
...................... ·T·h·e .. k·e·y·n·o·.t·e .. d·i·v·i·S·1··0·n .. , .. t ·h·e .. p·r·e·s·-........ ｾｦｾｯﾷｵﾷｲﾷｴｾｨ＠ .. a .. ｮｾ､＠ .. a ... couPle of pitchers from 
F U 5 B A L L tigious Open Doubles, was the scene Harry Harringtons. Steve Chung and 
of particularly heated competition as ethereal Angela Fong fought Mario 
CHAMPIO NSH IP a result of the first prize of a $40 Jovel and Andy Safont into a tie for calculator contributed by Weinsteins, fifth, with the former carrying off 
but Mike Koski (no relation) and a couple of burritos from the Federal 
by Crazy Horse 
The widely bally-hooed Fusball 
Championship and Disco-mania on Thurs-
day proved to be a truly third class 
production. Although the gates were 
opened at 2:30, the beer didn't ar-
rive until over an hour later, 
quenching speculation that Third Year 
Prez Toni Young and John Hull had em-
bezzled and drank the entire five 
kegs. 
It is only as a result of the de-
dicated eleventh hour efforts of Jed 
the Judge, Nighttrain Beltran, and 
Tom Byrnes that the results are known. 
The Open Singles crown was taken 
by Mike Koski, who won a day pack 
large enough for an entire collection 
of BAR Outlines, donated by Merchan-
dizers II and a BSF sandwich from the 
nice people up at the Turk and Larkin 
Supermarket. Herb Miles settled for 
second place in light of the prize 
of a bottle of champagne contributed 
byVecchio Liquors and another BSF 
sandwich. Mike "the Machine Man" 
Merigan modestly elected to finish 
third and pick up a badly needed 
Gilberts from Mr. Scanlon and Larry 
Lakes. Mike Highum, Outing Club's 
white water expert, finessed his way 
into fourth and earned a pitcher of 
beer at Mr. Harry Harrington's place 
at Turk and Larkin. Pete "The Badger" 
(so called because of his slashing 
and ripping form of play) Fitzgerald 
game out of nowhere to rip off two 
BSF sandwiches , barely acing out 
Andy Jardini, who gratefully settled 
for sixth place and a BSF plus $1, 
donated by Mr. Merigan and the Algol 
("Fusball uber alles") Vending Co. It 
should be noted that Rick Wilson 
failed to finish in the top six, for 
a change. 
the Badger resisted panic and forced Building Cafeteria, and the later 
Al "Preppie" Tumpson and Craig duo laying waste to a pair of BSFs. 
"Detroit Fats" Hatori to settle for Incidentally, aforementioned Baggett 
second place and ten dollars awarded and Haslum picked up five dollars 
by Mrs. "Peg" Metchum and the ｈ｡ｳｴｩｮｧｾ＠ worth of Xeroxing from the gang at 
Bookstore. Steve Benavides and Pat the· Kopi Center. 
O'Rourke fought a desperate and The so-called "junk division," 
bloody path to third place and a pair the questionable Mixed Doubles, was 
of matched, .45 calibre Gilberts won in convincing fashion by Howard 
kindly made available by Larry Lakes. "White Hat" Matsuuora and an elegant-
Randy Chan and Steve Mau succumbed to ly attired Angela Fong, who captured 
ethnic affection and ｷｾｬｫ･､＠ away with ten dollars in top prize money from 
fourth place and two pitchers of Poly' Mr. Merigan and Algol Vending. Steve 
nesian Mary's finest brew. As a re- Chung teamed up with foxy Susan Port-
sult fo the foregoing, Mike "Frisbee" er-McClard to reel in a bottle of 
Highum and John "The" Deacon were Champagne from Vecchio's and a three 
able to sneak off with fifth place dollar gift certificate from Peg. 
and a couple more BSFs. Michael "B" Day and sweet Connie 
The Handicapped Doubles, from Malach slunk away with five dollars 
which Mike McMahon was conspicuously worth of Xeroxing from Kopi Center, 
absent, was wrapped up by Andy Chang barely beating out lovely Lillian Pon 
and Gene Wong, who were later seen and skinny "LSD" Nicholas, who were 
spending their entire ten dollar Book pleased with their lunches from the 
Store gift certificate on No-Doz and Double K. Steve Beltran (who appeared 
aspirin; followed by Beltran and in drag) and Bev Hiramatsu slashed 
Mike Day, clutching their second their way into fifth place and a 
place trophy (and in Steve's case, a couple of Erakats' oversized sand-
teddy bear), trying to swap their wiches. 
eight dollar Book Store gift certi- I asked Toni Young, high potentate 
ficate and three '57 chevy hubcaps of the Third Year Bored, about the 
for a set of "classnotes". Randy Chan financial side of their venture and 
and Steve Mau, whom in all fairness she revealed, among other things, 
this reporter is loath to point out, that they had grossed somewhat over 
were forced to enter both the stren- $230 and expected to net about $160, 
uous Open Doubles as well as the after the cheques stop bouncing. She 
wearing Handicapped Division (in was particularly enthusiastic in her 
appreciation of the local Hastings 
light of the fact that between the 
Community businesspeople who con-
two of them, they were unable to tributed the prizes which led to the 
walk and chew gum), and yet managed gory but glorious results of the 
to cop a fourth in the Open and a 
first Hastings Fusball Tournement. 
(barely) respectable third in the She refused to comment on the rumors 
Handicapped Doubles (just like them 
sweeping the school about an orgy of to pick on a bunch of cripples). 
pie throwing to take place on Feb. 19 
Tanned Robin Baggett and a glazy-eyed 
Bob Haslum managed to hang on to 
INTERVIEW SAVVY ... (cont.) 
you can imagine their relief when someone 
walks through the door with a manner so 
reassu ringly professional, WI th a poise so 
dearly impressive, and with a personality so 
distinctly appealing that deciding to hire him 
or her is instinctual and easy. This is why 
your behavior counts for so much; you are, 
in fact, asked to assume a highly active role, 
and even, in some instances, to assuage the 
interviewer's own discomfort, stimulate his 
boredom, and take his mind off the 
artificiality of the situation. 
ITEM THREE: If it is obvious that stu-
den ts play an active role in an in terview 
why are so many passive? One of the mos; 
frequent complaints that employers make 
about law students is that they are too 
passive; that too much of the burden has to 
be assumed by the in terviewer: and that 
students assign the interviewer the talking 
and questioning role and take for themselves 
the listening and answering role. On the 
other hand, that minority who succeed 
splendidly at interviewing invariably treat it 
not as an interview but as a conversation, to 
be made as interesting, as dynamic, and as 
informative as possible. 
ITEM FOUR: the best mterviews are 
always superb conversations. And that is the 
goal towards which you should be striVing. 
Ideally, the conversational ball should be 
jumping back and forth between the two of 
you. Not only should you be picking up on 
all the conversational cues thrown out by 
the employer, but in turn you should initiate 
some of your own. Thus, when you are 
asked what you are looking for In an em-
ployment situation, you might add to the 
end of your answer an inquiry as to what the 
employer is seeking in an employee. Then, 
when he or she tells you, you might point 
out the ways in which you think you fill the 
bill. (Of course you can't say that you are 
smart, wonderful, and the world's most easy-
gOing personality. Such overstatement would 
be silly. Above all, when enumerating your 
assets do it with subtlety But do not 
hesitate to make positive statements about 
yourself.) 
One reason why dynamic conversation is 
so important is that it gives you a chance to 
show how articulate you are. The mono-
syllabic student might be less quiet if he or 
she realized that talking well is to lawyers 
what skillful hands are to surgeons: an indis-
pensable tool of the profession. Of course, 
talking too much or even dominating the 
conversation can be a severe hazard, but on 
the whole it is better to err in that direcllon 
than in the opposite. Notice that when 
lawyers speak of someone as "aggressive ," 
they invariably mean it positively. 
ITEM FIVE: You are not powerless in an 
interview. In fact your Judgment of the 
interviewer counts almost as much as his or 
her judgment of you. What if you receive 
several offers? Aren't you also going to 
decide in part on the basis of a gut-level re-
action to these people? Take solace, also, 
from the thought that if Employer X doesn't 
want to hire you, Employer Y may. No 
single interview is going to affect your entire 
destiny. All too often, inexperienced law 
students, who suffer from a lack of self-
confidence, tend to project onto the mter-
viewer inordinate power and authonty. 
When people assign themselves the role of a 
helpless child pitted against a powerful 
father-figure, the outcome of the encounter 
is predestined. Forgetting that their role 
must be that of the professional, the peer, 
and the equal, they react to the employer 
with extremely misplaced awe, fear. or 
timidity. Needless to say, such behavior is 
hardly what the employer is seeking. If this 
is the way you react to him, how will you 
present yourself to other lawyers or to 
clients? Remember that he has no other 
basis for judging you except for the way you 
interact with him. So prior to any interview, 
be sure to "psych" yourself up. Enumerate 
to yourself all your strong selling points. Do 
whatever vou can to bolster your feelin!! of 
well-being. And don't worry about becoming 
conceited' 
ITEM SIX: Try to get some interVIew prac-
tice before you see the firm or agency you 
ｴｲｵｬｾ＠ care about. Ask a friendly law profes-
sor If he or she will give you a mock inter-
view and evaluate your performance. Or ask 
another law student, one who has already 
done considerable in terviewlng and received 
an offer or two. Don't ask someone who 
knows as little as you do. Above all. avoid 
taking up valuable interview slots at your 
campus in order to get this expenence. 
Chances are you will perform badly because 
your insincerity will undermine your per-
formance, and then too, you won't get the 
feedback that is so critical for Improvement 
In summary: Realize that the Initial inter-
view can be all important or it can be 
meaningless. If Employer X has already 
selected you in advance as a top candidate, 
you will be invited back rather automatically 
unless you behave in a clearly offensive or 
unpleasant way. Then, too, if employer X 
has already decided not to hire you, there IS 
probably very II ttle you can do to change his 
nund. If grades are crucial to him and your 
record is mediocre, your interview. no 
ｭｾｴｴ･ｲ＠ how succesSful, isn't going to change 
thlllgs. He would be laughed out of his firm 
if he went back and promoted you. He or 
she knows their firm's real criteria for hIring, 
but alas you usually won't, unless you are 
fortunate enough to have some Inside access. 
All you can do is to familiarize yourself with 
the employer from the standard sources of 
information available: the firm resume the 
Martindale-Hubbell entry, and any stati'sucs 
kept on file by your placement office. From 
these sources you should be able to deter-
mine in advance what your chances are with 
any particular employer Then go in to the 
interview determined to shine. 
Now that we have outlined some of the 
essential components of the Interview pro-
cess, here are some speCIfic nuts and bolts 
suggestIOns. Your homework preparation for 
any in terview should be three fold: a review 
of questions to ask, questions not to ask 
(they do vary considerably dependmg upon 
the individual employer), and the content 
for a "sales pitch" which you will smoothly 
and subtly infiltrate into the conversation. 
QUESTIONS TO ASK 
Law students often find this the most dif-
ficult aspect of in terviewing. Basically, your 
questions should evolve naturally from the 
conversation, from your own specific inter-




B.A.R.S COMPREHENSIVE 1st. 
REVIEW BEGINS IN FEBRU 
For each subject you'll get: 
Course Outlines 
Review Lectures (1 
Lectures on Exam 
Graded Practice 
FBI & SEX 
(CPS)--Sex is the latest addi-
tion to the list of student activi-
ties that former FBI Director J_ Ed-
gar Hoover tried to stamp out. 
5 
Information uncovered by the 
Senate Intelligence Committee recent-
ly revealed that Hoover authorized 
FBI agents to forge letters from par-
ents to protest "free love" at the 
University of Texas. 
Hoover, angered by a news report 
describing students' sex lives at the 
Texas school, approved letters forged 
on locally obtained stationery that 
would protest such goings-on at a 
state supported school. The letters 
were sent to regents as well as state 
senators, pretending to be from irate 
parents who were considering sending 






I SERVED YOUR 
GRANDFATHER· FATHER· 
HOW ABOUT YOU? 
460 LARKIN 
at corner of TURK 
THE LAW NEWS DEADLINE IS 
EVERY OTHER MONDAY. 
There is a Complete 




'yeJ1ddo& for the Law Student! 
For best results, have ¥our 
BANKAMERICARD application 
processed through the bookstore. 
Forms available 
at the checkout counter. 
6 INSIDE THE 
BOOK EXCHANGE 
Once again the heartless editor 
(now Steve Franceschi) has sent your 
poor correspondent out to cheque on 
the results of the book exchange. I 
got sent to what was supposed to be 
Jon Hall's weekend place in the East 
Bay hills, and although I did find a 
1949 vw "sports-phaeton" and a watch 
dog that looked remarkably like a 
raccoon (a fact which I was too 
tactful to mention to its owner), 
Hul was not in evidence (nor Con Law) 
Subsequent research led me to 
Hastings House, just up Hyde Street 
from the school. 
It was there that I found the per-
petrator of the book exchange, cam-
ping out amid boxes of "classnotes", 
listening to hill-billy music, and 
complaining about the lack of stash 
(whatever that is). 
I got straight to the point and 
asked him what it was like to live at 
Hastings House, anyway? Jonh seemed 
to be more interested in talking a-
bout that, as well, and so he ex-
plained some of the mysteries of the 
House pasttime - playing the pinball 
machine in the basement. It turns 
out, he claims, that pinball is ac-
tually a game of skill (a discovery 
which increased his understanding of 
Tommy). There are people who live 
there who have developed such ex-
pertise ｴｨｾｴ＠ they are able to ap-
proach the machine with merely a 
quarter, and leave it an hour or two 
later with 15 free games still left 
on the machine. And of course this 
activity is complete with its own 
argot of weak side sixes, strong 
side flippers, and the dubious 
achievement of a Sena game. 
When we got around to the book ex-
change, Hill said that although he 
had thought the gross was about 
$3000, it turned out to be $3945.41. 
He said that books which turned out 
to be missing in action amounted to 
less than $150 worth, but these were 
offset by the sale of unclaimed books 
from previous exchanges. He said that 
he gave the unclaimed books from this 
exchange to the LEOP Library, under 
the good offices of Fernando Casio. I 
asked him how it worked out per hour 
and he said he figured he got between 
six and seven dollars an hour for 60 
hours. He hastened to point out that 
he and Jack Davis had gotten only 
50¢ an hour for the first book ex-
change, and about $3 an hour on the 
one this Autumn. 
He said that the most interesting 
moments occurred when he mistook Prof 
Shattuck for a student, when editor 
emeritus John McNellis came by 2-M in 
a trench coat looking for used copies 
of Playboy, and when a high official 
of the third year class took him on 
a tour of the ladies' room. He also 
exculpated Larry "the Barron" Falk 
for the sale of a used BAR Outline 
when he found out Larry had bought 
it at an earlier exchange (to Hal's 
chagrin). Jon also had some terribly 
unkind things to say about people 
who horded their old books, driving 
prices to artificially high levels, 
and necessitating the destruction of 
countless trees for the presses at 
West Publishing Co. But he did say 
nice things about Dean Riegger, who 
loaned him $200, and Bob "89.9" 
Frietas, who sub-ed for him while 
he went to the bank, as did Phil 
Hockman, Tom Byrnes, and Larry Ten-
ney. And he said it COUldn't have 
been done without the intercession 
of ASH VP Liz Bradley, and the co-
operation of Mr. Mayfield, Ms. 
Swendson, and the Maintenance Office 
Staff. - Rupert "Tortfeasor" Jones 
REMAINOEfU1,w'S ItJnfl..EST IV 
BLACKACU HAS &(CoME POlSrs-
ｓｏｾＧＨ＠ AM) DWtlEt\ O. VISU IS 
EXTRA! CDN&RE5S 
ｾｾｯｳ＠ Doc.:T/UNE OF ｏｦｓｔｾｕｃＭﾭ
TlelL.ITY AS IT PfltT"'wS TO 
C.ONTIN6-ENi A.EMAIIVDf4tS. ALL 
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LONG LINES FOR DOPE? 
(CPS) -- Is the American dope smoker 
next in line to be blackmailed by a 
group of foreign exporters? 
Yes, according to High Time8 mag-
azine, which recently warned that 
Third World marijuana producing 
countries may band together and form 
"ODEC"--or the Organization of Dope 
Exporting Countries much like oil 
rick countries have formed OPEC. 
"We could find ourselves paying 
not only a dollar a gallon for gaso-
line, but a hundred dollars an ounce-
-for Mexican," says High Times. 
High Times urged the federal gov-
ernment to act ｱｵｩ｣ｫｾ＠ by planting 
millions of acres of domestic weed so 
that another large group of American 
consumers is not cut off from its 
main source of energy. 
DO YOU HAVE ENOUGH 
MONEY TO PAY YOUR 
RENT NEXT MONTH? 
OVER 100 STUDENTS DO NOT HAVE THIS 
PROBLEM .•• THEY PAY THE LOWEST RATES 
IN TOWN. 
WOULD YOU LIKE TO LIVE WITH TH!M 
IN YOUR OWN STUDIO APARTMENT 
AND HAVE USE OF A S1:UDY ROOM, 
RECREATION ROOM, LAUNDRY FACILI· 
TIES .••• PLUS COLOR TV? 
IF SO, YOU ARE INTERESTED IN HA'STINGS 
HOUSE ..•• WHERE A FURNISHED STUDIO 
ａｐｾｒｔｍｅｎｔ＠ IS $135 PER MO. UTILITIES 
INCLUDED. 
CALL 325-4407 or 673-1016 
HASTINGS HOUSE 
225 HYDE STREET 
SAN FRANCISCO' 
by Sid Luscutoff 
DO IT IN TWO!! There's a bill in 
the hopper that requests the State 
Bar to study the feasibility of of-
fering the final bar examination ear-
lier than the present requirement of 
three years of law school attendance. 
(Assembly Concurrent Resolution 84, 
by Mike Cullen, Democrat/Long Beach.) 
ENROLL NOW. . . Eighteen-year-olds 
would be permitted to purchase beer 
and wine when participating in a bona-
fide course in beer or wine tasting. 
You'd have to drink the alcohol in 
connection with the course. . . 
lotsa homework??!! Assemblyman Ken 
Meade introduced this one (AB 2736). 
U.C. ADMISSIONS STANDARDS ELIMINAT-
ED. (If you criticized EEOP, you're 
gonna love this one.) AB 2809 by 
freshman legislator Theresa Hughes 
would require a waiver of traditional 
entrance requirements in 1978 for at 
least eight percent of students enter-
ing University of California or state 
college systems. And once they're 
in .. 
SB 1413 by Senator Al Rodda author-
izes student representatives to par-
ticipate in contract negotiations be-
tween community college boards and 
teachers. AND all employer-employee 
negotiations in public education would 
be open to the public if AB 2835 by 
Assemblyman Vasconcelles passes. 
LEVIN'S IMMACULATE 
DECEPTIONS 
. An An notated 
Legal Dictionary 
by Donna Levin 
ALLEGE: A narrow protrusion below 
the window of the 18th floor, 
from which first year law 
students threaten suicide. 
The better view is from be-
low. See Whiterock, The Rise 
and Fall of a Legal Career, 
(1834) 53 Harv.L.Rev. 857. 
RESTITUTION: This controversial sub-
ject is finally coming more 
into the open. It has now 
been legalized in Nevada. 
For commentary on this phe-
nomenon, see 18 True Confes-
sions 212, I Was a Teen-Age 
Attorney. See Jane Run. Run 
Jane Run. See also Funk v. 
Wagnalls 538 ｃ｡ｬＮａｰｰｾＶＷ＠
(Husband divorcing wife on 
groundS she put glass in his 
cabbage borscht.) 
THE ROVING REPORTER KNOWS! 
ON THE PRACTICAL SIDE. . . Assembly-
man Bob Nimmo has authored a bill that 
would subject farm labor wages to 
state income tax withholding require-
ments (AB 2708). Now farm workers are 
"on their honor" to file a tax return 
at year's end. Somehow the honor 
system doesn't always work. Speaking 
of which .... 
GIT THEM OIL COMPANIES. A bill 
authored by Assemblyman Lawrence 
Kapiloff makes the major oil company 
franchisors cover losses sustained by 
gasoline dealers during those extra 
hours (e.g., midnight to the wee 
hours) that the franchisee is required 
to stay open as part of his franchise 
agreement. That's AB 2742. 
SENATOR H. L. RICHARDSON (remember 
the guy who ran for Lieutenant Gover-
nor?) thinks the Department of Correc-
tions should provide specified work 
and education to all prisoners. After 
all, the prison system IS supposed to 




- The Old Tyre-Biter 
The first formal ･ｾｮｴ＠ of the 
Outing Club's thrill packed Spring 
Season will be a 22-mile bicycle 
tour in Marin County. Highlights 
include: 
1. A cow chasing exhibition by 
Texas John Hull. 
2. A Gail Jonas lunch under the 
Redwoods. 
3. A 10-mile detour to Pt. Reyes 
for masochists only, lead by Jamie 
("Which side do I wear my keys on?") 
Campbell. (Sue Foley had better 
show up for this.) 
4. Watching harried outing Club 
mechanics trying to keep everybodies' 
bikes running. ("Not another flat, 
Lawrence?") .
The Tour is Sunday, Feb. 7th. We 
will leave Hastings at 9:00 A.M. and 
get to Nicasio at 10:30. Participants 
can join in at either place. 
There will be a fee consisting of: 
1. 50¢ for everyone who hasn't 
paid Outing Club dues, plus 
2. For those who leave from 
Hastings, a per capita division of 
the transportation costs. and 
7 
CIVIL LIABILITY DISAPPEARS!! 
AB 2746 by Frank Murphy exempts from 
civil liability any medical treatment 
in a hospital emergency room during 
a disaster. Which brings up the issue 
of malpractice. . . . 
MALPRACTICE BILLS are popular this 
session with various funds and pools 
being established (SB 1420 - Song; 
AB 2759 - Bane). Or if you prefer an 
arbitration procedure rather than 
traditional courtroom/trial practice 
justice to adjudicate your claim, take 
a look at AB 2718 by Sacramento Demo-
cr a t Leroy Greene. And, so the proper 
bureaucratic system is complete, 
AB 2733 establishes a Medical Injury 
Commissioner to oversee shrieks and 
wails of the attorneys. A gentleman 
(and licensed M.D.) named Assemblyman 
Bob McLennan authored AB 2733. 
[The author was a full t ime regis-
ter ed lobbyist for a major Cali f ornia 
concern prior to entering Hastings. 
Youp comments and questions are wel-
come. 1 
3. Gail Jonas' food assessment -
which may be money, or may be food, 
she'll let you know. 
The total is guaranteed to be be-
low $4 . 
To be included, sign the list on 
locker 716 by Friday, Feb. 5th by 5 
P.M. If you can volunteer a truck, 
please let us know. It'll save us 
from renting a trailer. We'll pay 
for gas. 
Questions? Ask Jamie Campbell, 
John Hull, or Gail Jonas. 
154 McAllis t er ( 415 ) 431 - 2268 
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BUDGET PRICE 
We serve a daily special, delicious 
hamburgers, sandwiches , & salads. 
BEER TIME 
Af ter 1 : 30 P.M., Mon. , Wed., Fri., 
& Sunday - Pitcher of Beer $1.75 
( regularly $2.40) 
8 
INTERVIEW SAVVY ... 
(continued from page 5) 
ests, and from any information contained in 
Martindale-Hubbell or from the firm's 
resume. Here are some sample questions 
which have worked well for students in the 
past. We would not advise, however, that 
you use this list without careful forethought 
and discretion. 
1. What is your method of training young 
associates? Are they usually assigned to one 
partner or do you have a rotating system? 
(This is good for a large firm .) 
2. I f I develop strong preferences in the 
course of my association with the firm, 
would there be a reasonable chance that I'd 
be allowed some exposure to it? Generally, 
how long is that initial period of flexibility , 
if any? Are you looking for any specific pro-
fessional interests on the part of associates? 
(Better be prepared to answer quickly and 
with enthusiasm if he announces he's 
looking for litigatorsl ) Be careful, and try to 
get him to state ltis preferences before you 
state yours, because if yours don't coincide 
with their needs, you won't get the job. 
3. Generally, how long does it take an 
associate to become a partner in your firm? 
4. How closely will I be supervised in your 
firm? Will I get a chance to appear in court 
within a year? (but only if you are interested 
in litigation of course). How much respon-
sibility can a first year associate/summer 
associate get if she does well? (A good 
question; it shows how ambitious you are.) 
5. How would you describe the ambiance 
of your firm? What is unique, if anything? 
Why do you like working there? What can 
your firm provide the young associate with 
that he or she might not get elsewhere? (Be 
very care ful wi th all of these. Use on Iy in a 
very general interview) 
6. What kind of associate are you ideally 
looking for? (good because it indicates a 
critical mind on your part. Should be asked 
very pleasantly because otherwise it can 
smack of rudeness). Your object here is to 
see if you would "fit in" with such an 
atmosphere. 
7. Is there anything that you perceive as a 
weakness in my background or manner? If 
so, let's discuss. (very good because it's so 
forthright and suggests strong self-
confidence) 
8. Is your firm still involved in the Brown-
Smith case? (or some such question. Great. 
Shows intellectual familiarity with the firm) 
9. At some point say that one of the 
reasons why his/her firm appeals to you is 
because of its prominence in the corporate 
field, (your involvement in ·-; your reputa-
tion for--, etc. etc. Be prepared to be very, 
very knowledgeable when you bring this up. 
You ntight men tion some scholarly research 
or past work experience that ties into this 
statement Perhaps you know someone in 
the firm? 
QUFSTIONS NOT TO ASK 
I. Don' t ask about SALARY III the mitial 
interview wllh any firm or legal employer 
unless you absoilitely can't find out from 
any other source. And even then, don't un-
less you have a superb reason for doing so. 
There will be time enough to ask about that 
later when they make you an offer. Ask 
your placement office because national sta-
tistics are available. 
2. "How hard do associates have to 
work?" A crudely put question that should 
never be asked directly of anyone at that 
firm, even a young associate. If you want to 
find out the answer without asking, there are 
other ways. Try to schedule any second 
interview with a firm or agency during the 
late afternoon. Then chances are you'll still 
be there at 6:30, and you can see for your-
self how busy the place is. Another way to 
find out is to ask a young associate (during 
the sewnd interview) or perhaps an espe-
cially pleasant first interviewer, "How would 
you describe the Ii fe of a young associate at 
your firm?" Hopefully, they will bring up 
the subject valun tarily. 
3. "Do young associates have to attend a 
lot of mandatory social activities?" An 
important question, but don't ask it. Again, 
hope it comes up in a second interview. 
Next Issue: YoUP Sales Pitch 
Marcia Fox is the Director of Student 
Services at the Graduate School of Public 
Administration, New York University. For-
merly, she was Special Assistant to the Dean 
in charge of placement at the Ohio State 
University College of Law. 
SEX DISCRIMINATION 
STLL THRIVING 
IN WORK WORLD 
(CPS)--With all the affirmative 
action programs launched in the past 
ten years, women may have been fooled 
into thinking employment discrimina-
tion is on its way out. 
But according to the former di-
rector of the Department of Labor 
Women's Bureau, the actual earnings 
of women in full-time, year-around 
jobs not only ｣ｯｮｴｩｮｾ･＠ to be less 
than those of men in the same jobs, 
but the gap has actually widened in 
the last 20 to 25 years. 
In 1955, women's wage and salary 
incomes amounted to 64% of male in-
come. Today, the ration is only 57%. 
The department director, Mary 
Dublin Keyserling, explained that the 
great increase in the number of women 
entering the labor force has been con-
centrated in three traditionally fe-
male fields where the pay is relative-
ly low--teaching, nursing and other 
heaLth fields. 
Although most women work not for 
a little extra pocket money but to 
support themselves and their families, 
about 30 of every 100 female workers 
earn less than $5000 annually. For 
men, the rate is only 10 of every 100 
workers. 
At the other end of the income 
scale, only two women of every 100 
earn $15,000 to $20,000 compared to 
20 men of every 100. 
Anderson responds (continued) 
political and civic leaders. . . as 
anywhere else in the country." 
He conceded having had postponed 
Young's appointment, but ｡ｾｳ･ｲｴ･､＠ he 
did so only because "my appointment 
calendar is so tight that sometimes I 
run behind schedule and we have to re-
schedule some appointments. He de-
nied having limited to five minutes 
their appointment_later that after-
noon and (but?) said "if a time limi-
tation was set it was basically be-
cause I had another appointment after 
that." 
Asked whether he "labors under the 
misconception that graduation is pri-
marily for the parents", Anderson 
said no; he feels, though, that Ｂｴｾ･＠
whole spectrum of the Hastings commu-
nity"--students, parents, faculty, 
alumni--"should be given some consid-
eration. " This view seems to be 
incompatible with that of Young, who 
told the Law News that she feels 
"it's the students' graduation." 
Although he has always worked with 
the students in selecting a speaker, 
Anderson admitted that "in the final 
analysis, because of declinations on 
the part of those invited, the dean 
finally had to really do most of the 
work himself in finding a speaker." 
"I have no criticism of Ted's 
article in terms of his views and his 
feelings," Anderson concluded; "But 
I think he should realize that we're 
all human beings, and I ascribe to 
him integrity and good motives, and 
I think he should ascribe the same 
things to me." 
COMMONS BEAUTIFICATION: A SURVEY 
The Student Services Committee has 
funds which it would like to spend 
to humanize the Commons. We'd like 
your suggestions for possible pro-
jects. Simply fill out this form 
and drop it in the suggestion box in 
the Hyde Street lobby by ｆｲｩ､｡ｹｾ＠ Feb. 
6. 
1. Wall Decoration: 
(a) murals 






--( a) jukebox 
(b) canned music (tape 
system) 
(c) F.M. radio 
(d) status quo 
(e) other suggestions/type of 
music you would prefer: 
3. Comments: 
